CASE STUDY

Antivirus system lacks protection against all threats

Challenges

- Trend Micro was unable to protect against advanced malware attacks
- Protection had to reach remote offices across 500 square kilometers

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- Multi-vector protection: Malwarebytes provides web protection, application hardening, and exploit mitigation among other services.
- Cloud based management: The team can manage each location’s computers over its own internet link without having to send updates across microwave connections.
- Real time web blocking: Malwarebytes stays on top of site blacklists, keeping the company safe from malicious webpages automatically.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- Detects and removes thousands of pieces of malware, junkware, ransomware, and related artifacts that the traditional antivirus missed
- Simplifies endpoint security management across a large area with remote systems
- Reclaims bandwidth from excess web traffic generated by adware and command-and-control malware
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Malwarebytes is absolutely doing its job. Malwarebytes is not only protecting us, it’s saving management time, freeing bandwidth, and delivering outstanding value.
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